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Abstract This article describes the massive ceramic sample from the Ameri-
can component of Fort Massac (1794–1814) on the Ohio River in 
southern Illinois. Excavated by Paul Maynard and the Works Progress 
Administration between 1939 and 1940, the artifact assemblage from 
the late eighteenth-century and War of 1812–era component includes 
a minimum of 453 ceramic vessels, consisting primarily of cream-
ware, pearlware, and redware products. This provides a well-bracketed 
view of the nature of such goods on the western frontier immediately 
before and during the War of 1812.

Historical Background

In the spring of 1757, shortly after the outbreak of the French and Indian 
War, a military expedition was sent from Fort de Chartres to the lower Ohio 
River. This convoy of bateaux and canoes was manned by some 50 French 
soldiers and a hundred Illinois warriors. Their goal was to establish a fort 
on the Ohio River near the confluence of the Tennessee and Cumberland 
rivers in order to protect the Illinois Country settlements from potential 
Bristish encroachment via the Tennessee and Ohio rivers (Fortier 1969; 
Walthall 1991). The resulting earthwork and timber structure, called Fort de 
l'Ascension, was abandoned in 1764 after the cessation of hostilities and the 
surrender of the Illinois Country to the British. The fort was burned by the 
Chickasaw shortly after the French garrison returned to Fort Chartres.
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 Thirty years after the abandonment of Fort de l'Ascension  by the French 
military, Major Thomas Doyle was sent by the United States government to 
the lower Ohio Valley (near the eastern border of the Spanish Colonial ter-
ritories lying west of the Mississippi) to establish a fort at this locality. When 
Doyle and his men reached the site of the French fort in 1794, they found 
extensive ruins, including an earthwork still rising 15 feet from the bottom 
of the moat. Doyle wrote to Anthony Wayne that "The Old Fort is a Regular 
Fortification with four Bastions nearly of the dimensions in the Square with 
the one you wished me to erect. . . . This I have concluded to Fortify" (Fortier 
1969:63). The new American fort was called Fort Massac. For a decade, until 
the Louisiana Purchase of 1803, the fort served as the headquarters for an 
extensive customs district that controlled river traffic between New Orleans 
to the south and Pittsburgh to the east (Caldwell 1950). 
 Fort Massac was briefly abandoned in 1801 when the garrison was 
moved 12 miles downriver to Cantonment Wilkinsonville (see Wagner, 
this volume). In 1802 the military closed the Cantonment, and Fort Mas-
sac was again repaired and manned. In December 1811 Fort Massac was 
heavily damaged by the New Madrid earthquake, perhaps contributing to 
the ceramic sherd count discussed in this article. Funds were sent to the 
commandant at the fort from the War Office to pay for repairs to the stock-
ade and barracks (Caldwell 1951:56). In April 1814, the garrison at Fort 
Massac was relocated to St. Louis and the fort was abandoned (Caldwell 
1951:59).

Works Progress Administration Excavations

Paul Maynard, a graduate student in the University of Chicago archaeology 
program, was hired in 1939 by the Illinois Department of Public Works and 
Buildings to conduct test excavations at the site of Fort Massac. Employing 
a crew of twelve Works Progress Administration (WPA) laborers, Maynard 
used what were (at that time) standard University of Chicago archaeological 
field techniques to excavate two intersecting trenches, each 5 feet wide and 
120 feet in length, across the supposed location of the superimposed forts 
(Walthall 1991). 
 Large-scale excavations at the fort were begun in the spring of 1940. 
Over the following months, Maynard and his crew excavated nearly the en-
tire area where the French and American forts once stood. World War II and 
the conscription of Paul Maynard into the armed services, halted further 
work at the site. The bulk of the artifacts recovered during Maynard’s excava-
tions relate to the American military occupation of the fort site. Features that 
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could be attributed to the 1794–1814 period were identified by Maynard 
on the basis of location, content, stratigraphic position, and construction 
materials (stone, brick, etc.). The maps, field records, reports, and artifacts 
recovered during the WPA era (with the exception of a small number of ar-
tifacts on display at the Fort Massac visitor’s center) are now curated at the 
Illinois State Museum in Springfield. A number of contemporary forts have 
been excavated in the frontier Ohio River region that have yielded compara-
ble ceramic samples. These include Fort Knox II on the lower Wabash River 
(Gray 1988) and Fort Southwest Point and the Tellico Blockhouse in eastern 
Tennessee (Polhemus 1977; Smith 1993). In addition, Fort Hawkins, to the 
south near Macon, Georgia, has been extensively investigated by the LAMAR 
Institute (Elliot 2007).

Refined Ceramics

The refined ceramic assemblage from the American component of Fort 
Massac, dating from 1794 to 1814, is the largest such sample from the Il-
linois Country, consisting of 2,191 sherds from a minimum of 363 vessels 
(Table 1). This is an unusually well-bracketed assemblage from an other-
wise underrepresented era in the region. Most 1790s samples in Illinois are 
recovered from within large French/Creole domestic samples that span the 
second half of the eighteenth century. Short-term samples from early Amer-
ican farmsteads dating ca. 1810–1820 have been recovered in the greater 
American Bottom region, but these are few and generally very small (e.g., 
Mazrim 2002).  
 The large Fort Massac assemblage very probably reflects the basic range 
of products that were in common use in the midcontinent immediately be-
fore and during the War of 1812. Because the fort was abandoned in 1814, 
the numerous postwar changes introduced by British potters do not cloud 
this sample (e.g., Miller and Earls 2008). Further, the 1764 abandonment of 
the French fort precludes the creamware assemblage being associated with 
that component. However, it is quite likely that some of the Chinese ex-
port porcelain in the collection dates to the French occupation. With this in 
mind, the porcelain sample must be considered a mixed one. 
 Of the 363 refined ceramic vessels present in the collection, only 24 
are porcelain. These represent 7 percent of the total refined vessel count, 
and considering that some of the vessels are likely attributable to the French 
occupation, it is clear that porcelain was relatively rare during both occu-
pations. All of the porcelain vessels are teawares and consist primarily of 
cups and saucers (n = 21). Two teapots and a creamer are also present. The 
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Table 1. Refined Ceramic Minimum Vessel Count.

Creamware Pearlware

Yellow 

Glazed Red Paste Porcelain

TABLEWARE
Plates   Royal 52
Plates   octagonal 3
Plates   plain rim 31
Plates   blue edged 22
Plates   green edged 35
Plates   printed (blue) 3
Plates   painted (black bands) 1 1
Platters   Royal 8
Platters   blue edged 3
Platters   green edged 4
Common Bowls  plain 2 1
Common Bowls  annular 1 3
Common Bowls  painted (monochrome) 4
Common Bowls  painted (polychrome) 1 1
Pitchers  plain 1
Pitchers  annular 2 4
Mugs  painted (monochrome) 1
Mugs  painted (polychrome) 3
Sauce boat (edged) 1
Saltcellar (edged) 1

TEAWARE
Cups  plain 6
Cups  painted (monochrome) 13 1
Cups  painted (polychrome) 3 36 10
Cups  printed (blue) 3
Cups  printed (black) 1
Cups  annular 2
Saucers  plain 10
Saucers  painted (monochrome) 13 3
Saucers  painted (polychrome) 2 29 7
Saucers  printed (blue) 1
Saucers  printed (black) 1
Saucers  annular 2
Waste Bowls  plain 6
Waste Bowls  painted (monochrome) 4
Waste Bowls  painted (polychrome) 1 3
Waste Bowls  printed (blue) 1
Creamers  painted (polychrome) 1
Sugar Pots  painted (polychrome) 1
Sugar Pots  printed (blue) 1
Teapots  plain 2
Teapots  painted (monochrome) 1 1
Teapots  painted (polychrome) 4 1
Teapots  printed (green) 1
Teapots  engine turned 2

TOILETWARE
Chamberpot plain 1

TOTALS 135 201 1 2 24
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porcelain assemblage is dominated by overglaze polychrome motifs (n = 
19). Most of the overglaze-painted sherds are missing much of their color, 
having been eroded away in the soil or accidentally removed during washing 
in the laboratory. Black and red motifs seem to be the most prevalent. These 
are not particularly similar to the Famille Rose or Imari patterns common-
ly found on eighteenth-century French domestic sites in Illinois (Mazrim 
2011:60) and may be attributable to the post-1790 American component. 
Traditional underglaze blue Chinese export varieties, which are quite com-
mon on French colonial sites in Illinois, comprise a surprisingly small por-
tion (n = 4) of the teaware sample. 
 The earthenware assemblage consists of creamware, pearlware, yellow-
glazed earthenware, and red-paste earthenware. The later consists of frag-
ments of two engine-turned teapots. A single yellow-glazed (or "canary 
ware") waste bowl is also a tea-related vessel and probably dates to the first 
decade of the nineteenth century (e.g., Miller 1971). The bulk of the Amer-
ican-era earthenware from the fort consists of creamware and pearlware. 
Pearlware vessels (n = 201) outnumber creamware vessels (n = 135) by a sig-
nificant margin. Given the date of the American occupation, however, these 
two ware types would have been used at the same time, and the combined 
assemblage should be viewed as a whole. Further, the tablewares were prob-
ably supplemented by pewter plates, which are not visible archaeologically. 
With this in mind, teaware-related activities are probably better represented 
in the archaeological sample from Fort Massac than those associated with 
common tablewares such as supper plates.
 Even with that consideration, however, plates dominate the earthen-
ware assemblage from the fort. Of the 188 tableware vessels present in the 
collection, 143 (76 percent) are plates. Well over half of these are creamware 
(n = 86). The most common decoration on creamware plates is the molded 
and scalloped Royal rim pattern (Figure 1). These are followed by plates 
with plain round marleys, and also a minimum of three octagonal plates 
with pattern-molded rims. Plain, round-edge creamware plates are reason-
ably common on early nineteenth-century domestic sites in Illinois, while 
Royal pattern creamware is more common in eighteenth-century French/
Creole assemblages (e.g., Mazrim 2002:116, 137; 2011:59, 61). The octago-
nal plates from the fort are otherwise unknown in Illinois. All but four of 
the pearlware plates (n = 57) in the sample are edged (Figure 2). They are 
nearly evenly divided between blue and green shell-edged varieties, with 
green-edged plates being slightly more common. Many of these are rococo 
shell-edged patterns. Only three transfer-printed plates are present in the 
collection. Two are printed in Chinoiserie Willow patterns (Figure 5).
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 Hollowwares for the table are few and consist primarily of common table 
bowls (n = 12) and pitchers (n = 7). Fragments of four mugs and two edged 
salt cellars were also recovered. Given the large number of plates present, it 
seems likely that there were non-ceramic hollow tablewares used in the fort 
that are not visible archaeologically. Annular or "dipt" motifs dominate the 
small hollowware sample and occur on both creamware and pearlware (Fig-

Figure 1. Royal, plain, and octagonal creamware plates.

Figure 2. Edged pearlware plates and saltcellar. 
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ure 3). These consist primarily of simple banded or checkered motifs. Only 
one dendritic or "mocha" vessel—a creamware table bowl—is present. 
 Earthenware teawares (n = 174) follow closely behind the number of 
tablewares found at the fort (Figure 4). The creamware/pearlware ratio be-
tween teas is not as even as within the tableware assemblage, however. Pearl-
ware teas outnumber creamware by a margin of nearly 2 to 1. The combined 
teaware sample is composed primarily of handleless, tea-bowl shaped cups 
and saucers (n = 122). Fragments of at least 10 teapots are also present, and 
waste bowls and creamers complete the sample. Most of the creamware teas 
are undecorated (n = 24), but six are decorated in polychrome overglaze 
motifs (Figure 4). These consist of fine-line red, yellow, black, and green 
floral patterns. Two transfer-printed creamware teas are also present: a black-
printed cup and a green-printed teapot. Printed creamware is exceedingly 
rare in Illinois (e.g., Mazrim 2002, 2011).
 The larger pearlware teaware assemblage is composed primarily of 
underglaze-painted motifs (Figure 4). These can be divided into two basic 
categories: fine-line, monochrome blue Chinoiserie "China Glaze" prod-
ucts (n = 31); and polychrome, mineral pigment "Soft Pastel" products (n = 
73). "China Glaze" was a term used by potters and merchants of the period 
(ca. 1780–1815) to describe one of the earliest forms of pearlware, which 
faithfully imitated Chinese export porcelains (Miller 1987; Noël Hume 
1970:128). The term "Soft Pastel" was coined by Ivor Noël Hume to describe 
a group of products popular between ca. 1790–1820 that were painted in 
mineral or earthtone pigments not affected by blue-tinted pearlware glazes 
(Noël Hume 1970:129). The Fort Massac sample produced more Soft Pastel 
teas, which probably began to eclipse China Glaze teas shortly after 1800. A 

Figure 3. Annular or "dipt" creamware (upper left) and pearlware.
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small number of overglaze-painted pearlware teas are present. These consist 
of fine-line red motifs that are reminiscent of Famille Rose porcelain, and 
like the China Glaze wares, are convincing imitations of Chinese porcelain. 
 Only seven pearlware printed teawares are present in the sample (Figure 
5). These are printed in picturesque landscapes or floral patterns. It is very 
likely that these are some of the latest vessels in the assemblage, dating to the 
war years. Surprisingly, fragments of only a single creamware chamber pot 
are present the collection. This is the only vessel in the toiletware category. 
Further, no chamber pots were recognized in the redware sample. This in-
dicates that there were few alternatives to trips to the latrine at Fort Massac 
during the American occupation.

Figure 4. Teawares: yellow glazed (upper left); overglaze-painted creamware (upper middle); 
overglaze-painted pearlware (upper right); China Glaze pearlware (second row); Soft Pastel 
pearlware (third and fourth rows).
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Unrefined Earthenware

Lead-glazed coarse earthenwares from both the French and American oc-
cupations of the fort are present in the collections. A minimum of 122 red-
ware vessels was counted. Two unrefined salt-glazed stoneware sherds were 
found in the collection, but appear to be of post-1830 intrusive origin. Of 
the total redware count, at least 13 are French products (generally identical 
to those found elsewhere in Illinois from eighteenth-century contexts) and 
presumed to be affiliated with the French occupation of the fort. At least 90 
vessels are clearly of American late eighteenth/early nineteenth-century ori-
gin, affiliated with the American occupation of the fort. Nineteen additional 
vessels could not be attributed to a particular component. Discussed here 
will be the 90 vessels that can be confidently attributed to the ca. 1794–1814 
American occupation of Fort Massac.
 The redware vessel form assemblage from the American component of 
the fort is composed of a minimum of 43 food storage vessels, 4 food prepa-
ration vessels, and 24 table service vessels. Two small apothecary jars and a 
grease lamp are also made of redware. Finally, an additional 16 hollow type-
indeterminate vessels (represented by small sherds) complete the sample. 
Simple slightly ovoid pots with tapered bolster rims, unglazed exteriors, and 
clear, lead-glazed interiors dominate storage vessels (n = 26). Most appear to 
be medium capacity one-half or one-gallon containers. Many of these ves-
sels are quite similar to one another and have the appearance of having been 
manufactured by the same pottery. 

Figure 5. Transfer-printed pearlware.
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 Pots with glazed exteriors are in the minority (n = 10), and these are 
more often tinted with powdered manganese added to their glazes. These 
vessels are also more likely to have more complex rim profiles. Several are 
finished with shelved cordon rims. The sample of pots with glazed exteriors 
is more eclectic as well, and seems to represent the work of more than one 
pottery. Completing the storage category is a minimum of seven jugs. These 
are finished with large, ribbed-strap handles, with both distal and proximal 
ends welded to the shoulder (rather than the lip) of the jug. Capacity is dif-
ficult to gauge, but most appear to have held about a gallon of liquid.
 The food preparation category comprises a surprisingly small percent-
age of the sample and must have been supplemented by other forms of 
kitchen equipment, such as tin. A minimum of four kitchen bowls is pres-
ent. Most are deep and reasonably straight-walled, although one may have 
been a more shallow, out-flaring milk pan. Shelved cordon rims are present 
on at least two of these specimens.
 Food service vessels in redware are abundant in the Fort Massac sample. 
A minimum of 24 vessels was counted. The majority of these (n = 17) are 
polychrome, slip-decorated dishes in the tradition of Pennsylvania or West Vir-
ginia potters of the eighteenth and early nineteenth century (Figure 6). Designs 
consist of concentric bands and wavy lines in clay slip, executed in yellow and 
manganese-brown. Although the motifs vary, these vessels have the appearance 
of having been produced by the same pottery. Three finely potted table bowls, 
three pitchers, and a cup or mug completes the table service category. One of 
the pitchers is decorated in a polychrome, slip-decorated, marbled surface.
 Completing the redware sample from American contexts at the fort are 
fragments of two small apothecary jars and a grease lamp. The jars appear to be 
of American origin, and one is coated in a thick, almost black manganese glaze. 

Figure 6. Slip-decorated redware dishes.
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Summary

British refined earthenwares appeared in Illinois before 1770. The earliest 
known example of creamware from archaeological contexts in the state is 
an elaborately molded creamware teapot from the Ghost Horse site, depos-
ited before ca. 1770 (Mazrim 2011:211). Excavations at French colonial sites 
dating to ca. 1760–1800 in the town of Cahokia have produced a range of 
creamware and pearlware sold by French, British, and American merchants 
in Cahokia and Kaskaskia (Mazrim 2011:59–61). 
 After 1800 St. Louis rose to become the principal source for imported 
goods, eclipsing the old French towns on the Illinois side of the river (e.g., 
Foley and Rice 2000; Mazrim 2002; Primm 1990). The earliest known St. 
Louis newspaper advertisement for English refined earthenwares dates to 
1809 and described both printed and painted Queenswares. Prewar ads 
also featured "china," or Chinese export porcelain. During the War of 1812, 
newspaper ads suggest a shortage of these and other English products due to 
what merchants referred to as "the present difficulties in trade" (Mazrim and 
Walthall 2002).
 For the most part, the creamware and pearlware products found at Fort 
Massac are similar to those found in late eighteenth-century French Creole 
and early nineteenth-century American frontier contexts. The Fort Massac 
sample is just much bigger than all of our domestic site samples of the era 
combined. Creamwares of the period consist primarily of Royal pattern or 
round-edge plates, undecorated teas, and a few overglaze-painted cups and 
saucers. Pearlware products consist of common shell edged, China Glaze, 
and Soft Pastel painted products. Dipt creamware and pearlware vessels are 
few in this assemblage, and transfer-printed vessels of any kind are in the 
small minority.
 At American households on the Illinois frontier, teawares usually out-
number tablewares by a margin of 3 to 2 (Mazrim 2002, 2008). Inside the 
fort, refined earthenware tablewares outnumber teawares only by a slight mar-
gin. Further, at Fort Massac the British tablewares were well-supplemented 
by American redware tablewares. Both archaeological contexts are probably 
missing additional pewter and tin serving vessels during this period. However, 
the higher ratio of creamware, pearlware, and redware plates and platters at 
Fort Massac appears to reflect the more frequent service of meals without the 
accompaniment of vessels traditionally associated with taking tea.
 Having said this, there are plenty of teawares in the collection. And while 
it is tempting to suggest that these more frequently represent the activities of 
officers stationed at Fort Massac (who often entertained visiting dignitaries 
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at the fort), there is little archaeological data to place the artifacts in enlisted 
men’s or officers’ quarters. From the better-documented facility and more 
controlled excavations at the Second Fort Crawford in Prairie du Chien, Wis-
consin, the officers’ quarters (ca. 1830–1845) produced nearly three times 
the number of ceramic vessels and a higher percentage of teawares than did 
the enlisted men’s quarters (Mazrim 2003). 
 Teawares in the fort were not particularly formal. The transfer-printed teas are 
in the extreme minority, and the number of porcelain teas that may be attribut-
able to the American component is probably less than two dozen. A few vessels 
that stand out as idiosyncratic within the assemblage (such the engine-turned 
teapots, the canary yellow waste bowl (Figure 4), and a green transfer-printed 
teapot) were quite possibly the personal possessions of officers and their families.
 Unlike imported British Queenswares, which were becoming readily 
available to the residents of the Illinois frontier prior to the close of the war, 
coarse lead-glazed earthenware (or "redware") represents a more eclectic and 
sparsely occurring artifact type in Illinois during the period (Mazrim 2002, 
2008). While American merchants in St. Louis imported a range of durable 
goods from European and domestic manufacturers, the relative low value and 
heavy weight of kitchen crockery may have limited its presence in wholesale 
warehouses. Instead, like in most regions of the eastern United States, these 
products were usually made locally. This was particularly the case with redware, 
which is composed of common, easily fired clays. However, local potters did 
not supply the Illinois-Missouri region until after the close of the War of 1812; 
the earliest-known advertisement for locally made crockery in St. Louis dates 
to 1816, and there is no archaeological evidence of local earthenware manufac-
ture prior to 1820 (Mazrim and Walthall 2002; Van Ravenswaay 1951). 
 The most significant difference between the character of redware found 
in Fort Massac and that of surrounding domestic sites of the same era is the 
dominance of table service vessels in the redware samples from Fort Massac. 
Food-service vessels in redware are known from early nineteenth-century 
domestic sites, but always comprise a very small percentage of each sample. 
In Illinois, redware tablewares usually consist of undecorated, finely potted 
table bowls and small pitchers. In the greater American Bottom region, a few 
sites with 1810s components have produced slip-decorated dishes similar 
to Upper Ohio Valley or Pennsylvania traditions (e.g., Mazrim 2002:217). 
These are also similar to the specimens found at Fort Massac, but their rarity 
suggests that they reflect the infrequent sale of Upper Ohio Valley redwares 
by small-scale merchants, or, perhaps more likely, the exchange of second-
hand goods brought into the state by the settlers themselves. 
 While residents of territorial Illinois purchased retail goods obtained by 
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local merchants at St. Louis, Fort Massac appears to have been supplied dif-
ferently. The archival record contains a number of references, dating primari-
ly to the 1790s, to shipments of goods from Pittsburgh (as well as Wheeling) 
being sent to the fort. The surviving documents refer to shipments of "stores 
and provisions" as well as "Indian goods" (Isaac Craig Papers 1791–1799). 
While St. Louis became much more important to the regional economy after 
1800, it seems likely that governmental supplies to the fort continued to 
come from the Upper Ohio Valley.
 Although the Pittsburgh sourcing of goods shipped to the fort probably 
resulted in few contrasts among the British Queenswares used inside and 
outside of the fort, it did result in differences among the unrefined crockery 
found in those contexts. The redwares used at the fort were different than 
those used by the civilian population of Illinois at the time. One of the prin-
cipal reasons for this contrast appears to be that the fort was supplied via 
Pittsburgh, where local products (such as unglazed exterior pots and slip-
decorated dishes) were probably purchased by the military in bulk from 
local potters who submitted the lowest bid for each order. 
 Prior to, and particularly during, the War of 1812, Fort Massac represented 
a well-stocked outpost of new consumer goods. When the Americans rebuilt 
Fort Massac in 1794, the region was still in the early years of American expan-
sion, following a brief, destabilizing period of British control. The shipment of 
goods down the Ohio River had only recently begun to eclipse those shipped 
up the Mississippi River from New Orleans. During the first years of the nine-
teenth century, the trading town of St. Louis was becoming more and more of 
an American place, and after the close of the war it became the principal en-
trepôt for imported goods sold in the region. The artifact assemblage from Fort 
Massac bridges these changes and provides an important view of the nature of 
consumer goods shipped to the far western frontier at the dawn of the Ameri-
can presence in the Illinois Country. From the ceramic samples found there, 
that view is one of an abundance of up-to-date but middling-quality imported 
products, supplemented by certain traditional American wares that would soon 
succumb to changes in fashion and technology. And, like in the nearby log 
cabins, the ceramics used in the fort reflect the choices and decisions of faraway 
merchants and officials more than the users of those goods themselves.
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